
Dear Jim and hark, 	 2/7/85 
That the xeroxea of the t 5,0' card file on her interviews includes what I do 

not recall from records I've read, it is possible that I've forgotten and that I 
missed or skipped some. And some of the names are new, like Franklin, and I do not 
know why she was asked. The student who did the paper on Ilarina's treatment by 
the FBI will be here again soon and I'll give her this and ask if she recalls 
seeing those records. If she has anything to say, I'll let you know. 

This is a political and incomplete sunnary, for special reasons. It avoids 
known and existing records that were certainly known to the SAs who prepared these 
cards. The first are by our old "liberal 4arvaxd lawyer" friend Goble, I'm pretty 
sure. Be was a Soviet expert before he was sent to liew Bevan Field Office. 

These copies are not made from the original cards, which may or may not have 
later information. They are made from earlier, bound xeroxes of the originals. 

So I wonder why the FBI went to all this trouble and expense only to limit 
itself to sore of the information it had and I conclude that it didn't, that there 
are other such cards holding information from sources other than the FBI's inter-
views with her. Like what she gave to and told the Secret Service, the info from the electvonic surveillances, etc. 

Wiale I did not read all the headings (I read while kil was with her mother 
on a medical appointment and ;fantod to complete the reading in that time) I note 
that Beaty was in on the 12/27/63 interview and I wonder if this is not contrary 
to what he said or ahother said, that he was taken offethe case 11/22/63/ 

If there are other cards like these then I'd conjecture that the reason for keeping them separate is political. I also believe that Goble did not get all the 
available info because of sore slight errors he made and6onjectures he would not 
have made. 

et  That they did this, went to all this trouble and cost on harina, eegeests 
strongly that they did more of this kind of thing because there were people 
who would appear to be much more ieportant to the FBI, at least in terms of the 
assassination and its investigation and in covering its own ass. 

This, too, is both a tickler and a divisional record, as you may vent to 
recall on remands. 
• I've identified these as disclosed to "ark in his litigation but instead of placing them in a file I have of those records I'm putting this in the subject 
file, where it can be or more use to people in the future. 

Best, 


